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ABSTRACT:
Wireless sensor network has been a field where node synchronization has been a huge problem from decades to
successfully transmit the data from source to destination there have been many research works about time
synchronization in Wireless sensor network in the literature and so many methods and protocols are proposed.
Many applications of sensor networks required local clocks to be synchronized for precision but different sensor
network required different properties. In this paper we proposed a new algorithm in time synchronization which
is Genetic Algorithm opt Routing algorithm (GAOR). The problem has been sorted up to a great extent using the
global clock concept in which each local clock gets synchronized with the global clock so that the active and sleep
mode of nodes does not affect the transmission but it consumes a lot of energy and time .in our work ,we have
tried to solve this problem using genetic algorithm as if the current node gets a sleep mode of the upcoming mode
,it select another node on the basis of time consumption .this particular approach reduces the bit errors rate and
the end to end delay, power utilization and other parameters also.
Keywords: Wireless sensor network; Time synchronization; Local clock; Global clock

1. INTRODUCTION
A Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) is a set of hundreds or thousands of micro sensor nodes
that have capabilities of sensing, establishing wireless communication between each other and
doing computational and processing operations [1]. Each node is connected to one or several
sensor. These sensor nodes are very small in size and are used for broadcast communication.
Sensor networks have a wide variety of applications and systems with vastly varying
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requirements and characteristics. The sensor networks can be used in a vast variety of fields like
military environment, disaster management, habitat monitoring, medical and health care,
industrial fields, home networks, detecting chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and
explosive material etc [1]. Structure and topology of WSN can vary from simple star network to
an advanced multi-hop wireless mesh network. Power constraints, limited hardware, decreased
reliability, and a typically higher density and number of failure nodes are few of the problems
that have to be considered when developing protocols for use in sensor networks [2].
Figure 1 shows a typical simple wireless sensor network. As can be seen, a complete
wireless sensor network usually consists of one or more base stations (or gateway), a number of
sensor nodes, and the end user. Sensor nodes are used to measure physical quantities such as
temperature, position, humidity, pressure etc. The output of those sensor nodes are wirelessly
transmitted to the base station (or gateway) for data collection, analysis, and logging. End users
may also be able to receive and manage the data from the sensor via a website from longdistance or applications in console terminal. However due to the associated cost, time and
complexity involved in implementation of such networks, developers prefer to have first-hand
information on feasibility and reflectivity crucial to the implementation of the system prior to the
hardware implementation[2].

Figure 1: A Simple Wireless Sensor Networks [2]
2. Time Synchronization in WSNs
Time synchronization of the nodes has been an open research issue in wireless sensor
networks. Time synchronization in distributed systems is an main component of a wireless
sensor network (WSN).Which aims to provide a common time scale for local clocks of nods
in the network. This common time scale is achieved by synchronizing the clock at each
element to a reference time source so that the local time seen by each element of the system
is approximately the same.
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In the other words Time synchronization algorithms provide a mechanism to synchronize the
local clocks of the nodes in the network, to a global clock or relative to each other[3].Time
synchronization plays a very important role because it allows the entire system to cooperate and
function as a group. It is particularly important for a many of tasks such as synchronizing event
detection, data fusion, and coordinating wake and sleep cycles. Due to its importance, the
problem of time synchronization has been around for a long time. Many distributed applications
running on WSNs need precise synchronization of the clocks among all nodes to have a
consistent view of the global time. Each node runs on its own local clock and sends (receives)
packets to (from) other nodes at sampling rate of its own clock. Also, to conserve the power, the
nodes can enter the sleep mode after sending/receiving the packet and wakeup just before its
time for another packet. If the clocks are not synchronized, the nodes can miss the packets sent
by other nodes. As an alternative, the slave can have a guard time added to their wakeup time to
remain active longer before going into sleep mode. This however increases the power
consumption. So it’s imperative that the nodes maintain accurate time with respect to the global
clock. [4]
The three basic methods of synchronization available in wireless sensor networks are:
1. Relative Ordering: In this method, the synchronization is on the order of messages or
events. Here, clocks are not synchronized but just the order is maintained.
2. Relative Timing: In this method, a node keeps information about its drift and offset in
correspondence to neighboring nodes. Thus, nodes have an ability to synchronize to its
neighboring nodes.
3. Global Synchronization: In this method, there is a global timescale. All the network
nodes to synchronize to this global clock.[2]
3. RELATED WORK:
Different time synchronization protocols have already been designed keeping in view various
parameters such as accuracy, scalability, energy efficiency, errors and fault tolerance. Following
are various existing synchronization protocols.
Traditional Time Synchronization (TTS): Network time protocol (NTP) is the traditional
synchronization method which worked only in wired network. It’s also known as Two-way
message exchange in which messages are exchanged between a pair of nods, In order to obtain a
definitive relation between the two clocks with a single message exchange, two basic
assumptions need to be made.

Figure 2. Two - way message exchange between a pair of nodes.
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1. The offset between the clocks is constant in the small time period during the message
exchange.
2. The propagation delay is the same in both directions [3].
Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS): Elson, Girod and Estrin proposed Reference
Broadcast Synchronization (RBS) for sensor network and it is a receiver to receiver
synchronization. A third party will broadcast a beacon to all the receivers. The receivers will
compare their clocks to one another to calculate their relative phase offsets and transmit the
recorded times to each other. The time of reference is based on when the nodes receive the
beacon. Since the time synchronization protocol is receiver to receiver synchronization, the
sender can be removed from the critical path. The simplest form of RBS is one broadcast beacon
and two receivers. The timing packet will be broadcasted to the two receivers. The receivers will
record when the packet was received according to their local clocks. Then, the two receivers will
exchange their timing information and be able to calculate the offset. This is enough information
to retain a local timescale. RBS differs from the traditional sender to receiver synchronization by
using receiver to receiver synchronization. The reference beacon is broadcasted across all nodes.
Once it is received, the receivers note their local time and then exchange timing information with
their neighboring nodes. The nodes will then be able to calculate their offset.[3,9]

Figure 3 - Comparison of a traditional synchronization system with RBS [3]
Time Sync Protocol for Sensor Networks (TPSN): TPSN is a Time synchronization protocol
that can be applied to spanning tree based network. The protocol constitutes of two levels; level
discovery phase where each node determines its node level in Wireless sensor network. In the
second level called synchronization level, the synchronization phase begins at root node and
propagates to other levels. Here, all nodes in ‘I’ level gets synchronized to
i-1 level
nodes[3].The level discovery phase is run on network deployment. First, the root node should be
assigned. If one node was equipped with a GPS receiver, then that could be the root node and all
nodes on the network would be synced to the world time. If not, then any node can be the root
node and other nodes can periodically take over the functionality of the root node to share the
responsibility[12].The synchronization phase is two-way communications between two nodes.
As mentioned before this is a sender to receiver communication. Similar to the level discovery
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phase, the synchronization phase begins at the root node and propagates through the
network[10].
Flooded Time synchronization Protocol (FTSP): The FTSP was designed at Vandebuilt
University and implemented using Berkeley Mica2 motes [3]. FTSP is sender to receiver
synchronization. This protocol is similar to TPSN, but it improves on the disadvantages to
TPSN. It is similar in the fact that it has a structure with a root node and that all nodes are
synchronized to the root.
In the FTSP, the nodes can form a mesh network where each node sends out time sync
message to every other node, or they can form a star network where only one node at a time acts
as a master and all the other nodes act as slaves. The master node periodically sends out a time
sync message. All the slaves in the network receive this message and synchronize their local
clocks to the master clock. If the slaves’ clock is off only by a constant, ideally one packet would
be necessary to get synchronized with the global clock. But, various issue like temperature, aging
produce a drift in the slave’s clock that needs to be periodically synchronized to the master
clock.[1]

Figure 4 - Data packets transmitted with FTSP
Tiny - Sync and Mini – Sync protocol: Tiny - Sync and Mini - Sync are two lightweight
synchronization algorithms proposed by Sichitiu and Veerarittiphan These algorithms use a
method similar to the conventional two - way messaging scheme, but obtain a relation between
clocks in a rather different way. In these clocks can be approximated by an oscillator with a fixed
frequency. . Both Tiny-Sync and Mini-Sync use multiple round-trip measurements and a linefitting technique to obtain the offset and rate difference of the two nodes.
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Traditional two-way messaging is used to collect data points, which are used to apply tight
bounds on relative drift and relative offset between two nodes. To create data point using two
nodes; 1 and 2, node 1 sends a probe message with timestamp to. Node 2 timestamps the
received message with tb and sends back an acknowledgment to node 1, immediately or after
sometime, which timestamps this acknowledgment with tr [3]. Fig.5 shows the previous
described sequence.

Figure 5. Probe message exchange of Tiny-Sync and Mini-Sync [12]
Lightweight Tree -Based Synchronization: Some wireless sensor networks need a precision in
order of micro seconds, while others need it in order of milliseconds. The algorithms proposed in
deal with this fact by assuming that the precision to be achieved is given, and hence, the
complexity and computational time depend on this given value.
First algorithm consists of two phases; a spanning tree is constructed in phase one. Then a
sender to receiver synchronization is done along the n-1 edges of the spanning tree in phase two.
In this centralized algorithm, all nodes synchronize to a central one, called sink or root node.
Also, it sets the total time to synchronize the whole network
In the second algorithm, nodes decide when they need to be synchronized based on their
distance from the reference node, clock drift, and the required precision. So, any node in the
network can initiate the synchronization phase with a reference point, and all nodes along the
path to that reference point must be synchronized first. As some nodes do not need to be
synchronized all the times, this algorithm removes the overhead of unnecessary synchronization
by allowing nodes to make decisions. Aggregation of synchronization requests is used to make
this algorithm more efficient. Before the node sends synchronization requests, it checks with its
neighbors to see if any request is pending, if any, it will add its request to the pending one, so the
path will be synchronized only once. In suggested algorithm divides the whole network into sub
trees. In each sub tree, children synchronize to their parent or root node. Then, all parents
synchronize with each other [3-14].
Post - facto Synchronization: Post-facto synchronization was a work by Elson and Estrin,
which has led afterward to their RBS scheme. They proposed it to eliminate the week points of
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traditional synchronization schemes, for NTP. In these local clocks of the sensor nodes should
normally run unsynchronized in their own pace and should synchronize only when necessary. ).
Post-facto synchronization can also be termed as reactive synchronization, while the traditional
schemes are proactive, requiring the clocks of sensor nodes to be synchronized before an event
of interest occurs[15].
Time-Diffusion-Synchronization Protocol: The time – diffusion protocol (TDP) is a
synchronization protocol that maintains an equilibrium time throughout the network, allowing
only a small deviation from the equilibrium. The deviation tolerance can be adjusted based on
the specific sensor network application. TDP has a two type of periods in long term. These are
active and inactive periods. At every d seconds during the active period, some nodes are elected
as master nodes that broadcast timing information to their neighbors at every μ seconds. Nodes
receiving timing information from the master nodes self - determine to become diffused leader
nodes that further broadcast the timing information to their neighbors[3].
Other exiting time Synchronization Protocol: In wireless sensor networks, the main
problem for time synchronization protocols is the send time, access time, propagation time, and
the receive time. We eliminates these by using RBS, TPSN, and FTSP time synchronization
protocols and it gives better results in form of accuracy and effectiveness. But today to gain more
better results we have many new time synchronization protocols . These time synchronization
protocols used bsic idea from RBS, TPSN, and FTSP. So these are some other popular
algorithms Rate adaptive time synchronization (RATS) by Ganeriwal et al, Asynchronous
diffusion protocol proposed by Li and Rus, Reachback fi refl y algorithm (RFA), Adaptive - rate
synchronization protocol (ARSP) etc.
4. Problem Definition
In this paper we proposed new algorithm which is Genetic algorithm opt Routing(GAOR). It is
based on global time from clock synchronization approach. In time synchronization we used
clock concept for communication and to transfer data between different nodes in wireless sensor
networks. In this
Concept any node present in the network is either on active mode or sleep mode. If node on
active mode then its avail to transfer packet to next node to reach the destination. If node on
sleep mode then data packet is lost and it wait for time tll node on active mode to transfer data
packet. so its increase the time delay during transmission, mean error, packet loss and consume
too much energy.
5. Genetic Algorithm Opting Routing (GAOR)
We proposed a new algorithm for time synchronization in wireless sensor network to minimize
the delay and errors. It is known as Genetic Algorithm opt Routing (GAOR). It using a global
algorithm of clock synchronization with GA. To synchronize the sensor node clocks but to
generate the chronology of events using the time stamps from unsynchronized local clocks.
where the nodes periodically send beacon messages to their neighbors using the network’s
physical layer broadcast. Recipients use the message’s arrival time as point of reference for
comparing their clocks. The offset between any pair of nodes, receiving the beacon, is calculated
by exchanging the local timestamps. This scheme successfully removes all possible sources of
error except the variability in processing delay at the receiver. As explained later, we use the
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symmetric properties of bi-directional links in sensor-networks to remove all the sources of error.
The number of receivers lying within a single broadcast domain limits the set of receivers
synchronized.
In other words we can say that during transmission if the current node gets an active mode
then it’s able to transfer data packets. It does not required GAOR algorithm for transmission. if
the current node gets a sleep mode of the upcoming node then it select another suitable node on
the basis of time consumption. To select another node it used another path for transmission. To
select another path it using a GAOR algorithm. In this algorithm it uses a routing method. It
prepared a list of path by which we reach to destination but we choose best path in which we
reach to destination easily and consume less time and energy. This particular approach reduces
the bit error rate and the end to end delay and other parameters.

5.1 Algorithm
In GAOR algorithm we have following steps:
1. Node start the transmission
2. If(next node. mode = = active)
3. Then transmit data
4. If( data packet .count = = last)
5. Then stop
6. Otherwise call step 1
7. Else call GA for Alternative Path
8. GA fetch list of paths
9. Then it compute the best path
10. Transfer data packet
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5.2 Scheduling Activity

Start

Transfer
Start the
transmission

Fetch list of paths and
Compute best path

Call GA for
alternative path

No

If (next
Node. mode
= = active)

Yes
If( data
packet=

Transmit data packet

No

= last)

Stop

Yes

Figure 6 Activity Diagram for GAOR Algorithm
In the above Figure 3.1 we show all the steps which are following in Genetic Algorithm Opting
Routing. If next coming node on active node then transmit data packet otherwise call GAOR
algorithm to select best path to transmit data packet.
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5.3 Algorithm Description:
In this section we present a Genetic Algorithm opt Routing algorithm. The algorithm mainly
depends on two modes. These modes are as following:
(1) node on active mode
(2) node on sleep mode
In clock synchronization the active and sleep mode of nodes does not affect the transmission but
it consumes a lot of energy and time. We have tried to solve this problem using genetic algorithm
as if the current node gets a sleep mode of the upcoming mode, it select another node on the
basis of time consumption. By using GAOR algorithm it prepared a list of other nodes by which
we can reached to the destination node. In the last it selects nodes by which we reach to the
destination. So it selects the final nodes through which data packet are transmitted. So in this
manner we obtain successful transmission. If our data packet equal to zero than it stops working
else it again starts the process from the starting and check whether current node is on active
mode or on sleep mode. If current node on sleep mode than it call GAOR algorithm for data
transmission.
6. Simulation Environment
The simulations were conducted using MATLAB7.5.0 (R2007b). As for the number of sensor
nodes, 50 nodes are used. The performance evaluation includes two parts: Time consumption,
errors and synchronization delay. The sensors are simulated to deploy over a square sized area of
l00m x l00m with adjustable communication range and fixed sensing range. We have compared
the performance of clock synchronization with Genetic Algorithm opt Routing synchronization
protocols based on above energy analysis. We used different values of parameters like number of
nods 50, network grid of 100 by 100 m, position of base station 50 by 175m. During
transmission it transmit 500bits in a data packet. The basic parameters used are listed in Table
4.1.

Parameter

Value

Number of nodes

50

Network grid

100 by 100 m

Base station position

50 by 175 m

Size of data packet

500 bits

initial energy of normal nodes

1j

Table 1 Show the simulation parameters
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In this simulation, the total time is obtained in seconds. The purpose of this Simulation is to
analyze and compare the performance difference between two synchronization algorithms
“Clock synchronization algorithm”, and proposed” Genetic algorithm opt Routing algorithm”.

7. RESULTS
To measure the performance of the GAOR algorithm in wireless sensor network for this purpose
a reference packet sender node is deployed into the first position and the other sensor nodes are
spread across the entire network randomly or uniformly. As the performance metrics, the number
of Mean errors, End to End delay, power consumption and the Packet errors in time
synchronization for all sensor nodes are considered. The figure 4.1 shows the number of Errors
according to Time increase in the number of sensor nodes for GAOR algorithm and Clock
synchronization.

Figure 7 Time vs Mean Error
The above graph is drawn by result of Clock synchronization and GAOR algorithm. The table
4.2 shows the number of mean errors at different time.
Mean Square
Time(GAOR
Time(clock synchronization
Error
algorithm)
algorithm)
0
0.079
0.079
2
0.035
0.039
4
0.01
0.014
6
0.002
0.003
8
0
0
10
0
0
12
0
0
Table 2 Number of Mean Square Errors at different time
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Above table 4.2 shows the Mean square Errors at different time. Mean errors are computed by
total number of errors in total number of packets. Mean square errors is 0 at time interval of
0.079 Sec like this Mean square Errors is 2 at time interval of 0.035sec in GAOR algorithm and
0.079 sec in clock synchronization algorithm. We can said that Mean square Errors is increase
continuously when time interval is increase but there is less Mean square Errors when time is
increases in GAOR algorithm instead of previous clock synchronization algorithm in Time
Synchronization for wireless sensor network.
In next parameter we calculate the End to End delay which depends on the time. It is the
delay which is calculated when the data packet is transmitted from one end to and receiving to
the other end but not at the expected time. The time difference which occurs to one node to
another is called End to End Delay. It occurs due to these reasons. If the start node and next node
is not synchronized well or if the modulation done with in packet is not appropriate. Figure 4.2
shows the Mean Errors at different levels End to End delay.

Figure 8 Mean Errors at different levels of End to End Delay
Below Table 4.3 shows the different mean errors at different levels of End to End delay. We
face less mean errors when end to end delay is increases. Results of our proposed algorithm are
much better than previous clock synchronization algorithm.
End To End Delay
0
2
4
6
8
10

Mean Error (GAOR
Mean Error (clock
algorithm)
synchronization algorithm)
0.0051
0.032
0.0049
0.026
0.0035
0.021
0.003
0.016
0.002
0.012
0.001
0.0075
Table 3 Mean Square Errors vs End to End delay
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Now our next parameter is Packet Error which shows errors in particular number of packets. It is
the errors which can be determine when the entire data packet can be receiving end. It occurs if
the transmitted bits in the packet are not similar to the bits which is received. Figure shows the
results for packet error.

Figure 9 Show Packet Errors at different levels of Time
In above figure 4.3 we show the comparison of both algorithms on the basis of packet error at
different level of time. At the time interval of 0sec we have 0.05 packet error in GAOR
algorithm and 0.07 packet errors in clock synchronization algorithm like this at 2 sec we have
0.035 and 0.06 so on. it shows that results are much better in our proposed algorithm. Below
table 4.4 will show different packet errors at different interval of time.
Time
0
2
4
6
8
10

Packet Error
Packet Error
(GAOR algorithm)
(clock sync algorithm)
0.05
0.7
0.035
0.6
0.03
0.5
0.02
0.45
0.015
0.35
0.009
0.16
Table 4 Packet Errors at different level of Time

In the end we compare last parameter which is power utilization. In power utilization concept
when bit error rate is increased than power utilization is decreased. Below explain this concept
though graph.
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Figure 10 Power utilization at different level of BER
We also explain this concept in detail with the help of table 4.5 which is taken from graph
results. In which we have more power utilization when we have less bit error rate.

APPROACH

BER(MAX)

POWER
UTILIZATION(AVG)

CLOCK

6.7

69 %

GAOR

6

83 %

Table 5 show Power utilization
So above we compare parameters of our proposed approach GAOR with previous approach
clock synchronization. In above mention parameters gives us much better result by using
proposed approach GAOR. These results show with the help of graphs and tables.
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